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“As surely as America’s pioneer spirit made us the industrial giant of the 20th century, the same pioneer spirit today is opening up on another vast front of opportunity – the frontier of high technology.”

- President Ronald Reagan
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The United States has entered an era of long-term competition with revisionist powers. A key aspect of this competition will revolve around a contest for technological superiority waged between the national innovation bases of the respective competitors. The outcome of this competition will determine not just American national security but also how the nations of the world interact—and whether a free and open political and economic system will remain the foundation of those interactions.

After a long post-Cold War focus on rogue regional powers and nearly two decades of continuous warfare in the Middle East, the United States now faces a new defining national security challenge: a long-term strategic competition with a resurgent Russia and a rising China.

Russia seeks to reestablish itself as a global power. While Russia is able to compete with the United States militarily in certain domains, its economic outlook and long-term demographic prospects are grim. Accordingly, it is unlikely to develop and nurture a true national innovation ecosystem. Given these disadvantages, Russia is limited to acting as a geostrategic spoiler seeking to undermine and weaken the United States, its alliances, and its global interests.

China, on the other hand, is already challenging the United States economically, militarily, and politically. China's economy has surpassed that of the United States in terms of purchasing power parity and could, under some scenarios, pass the U.S. GDP in absolute terms in the mid- to late 2020s. Under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, China defines its vital national interests in ways that are irreconcilable with both the interests of the United States and the values of self-determination and individual freedom to which we and our allies are committed. China's global expansion, from both a trade and military perspective, is challenging the United States in virtually every region of the world.

In pursuit of its goal of reshaping the world order, China aims to supplant the United States as the world's leading technological power by 2030. China has articulated a distinct strategy of state-driven innovation, defined by its concept of “military–civil fusion,” to lead the world in cutting-edge technologies that might allow it to leapfrog the United States both economically and militarily.

That strategy presents a two-fold challenge for the United States. Economically, the challenge is to sustain American prosperity and access to markets on equal terms with other nations against China's ambition to control the economic sectors that will determine national primacy in the decades ahead.

Militarily, the fundamental mission of the U.S. government (USG) is to deter a great-power war and, if deterrence fails, to prevent escalation of the conflict and end the war on terms favorable to the United States and its allies. An important key to this mission is achieving and maintaining military–technical superiority. However, over the last several decades, China—and, to a lesser extent, Russia—has invested heavily in advanced military capabilities specifically aimed at overcoming the technological lead of America's armed forces.

As a result, the conventional overmatch that the United States has relied upon to undergird its
deterrence posture since the end of the Cold War is eroding. The balance of power in East Asia has already shifted substantially in China’s direction. If this trend continues, effective deterrence in that region will likely fail, leaving the United States to face the unattractive alternatives of accepting aggression against its interests or its allies or triggering armed conflict with the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), with all the attendant risks of escalation.

The National Security Strategy recognized the importance of technological innovation to every domain of the competition with China. Consistent with that, a key theme of the 2018 National Defense Strategy is that the U.S. military must move rapidly to arrest further erosion of its technical advantage and then restore and maintain a comfortable conventional overmatch.

Unfortunately, the technological development relevant to national security is no longer exclusively or even primarily in the control of the Department of Defense (DOD) and its prime contractors.

In the past, cutting-edge technology was usually developed by the government sector for military use and then migrated into the civilian sector. Today, the direction of innovation has reversed. Many of the technologies most important to national security are being developed and produced for civilian purposes by civilian actors who have no history with or connection to the national security community. China is aware of this new reality. Its policy of military–civil fusion seeks to better exploit dual-use technologies originating from the commercial sector. To avoid a crippling competitive disadvantage, the United States must adopt means to accomplish the same end.

Accordingly, the most important question this Task Force grappled with was the following: How do we transform, organize, sustain, and leverage our national security technology and innovation community to prevail in a long-term competition against an authoritarian regime that has centralized, long-range national plans to dominate the critical dual-use technologies central to future economic and military competitiveness?
Our findings and recommendations offer some answers to the questions who, what, when, and how. As we address those points, however, we pause to explain why. Why did the Task Force take on this project, and why should the United States consider the policy options outlined in this report?

To answer those questions, we adopted an approach that several of us learned and applied as military officers, diplomats, and planners: orient on the competitor. What would the world look like if China, and not the United States, was allowed to define the ways that countries and people interact, both with each other and with new technology?

Imagine that the Chinese Communist Party, through its control of China’s economy, is allowed to set the global ground rules for the next generation of technology. Imagine phones, tablets, and computers that do not function unless they conform to Chinese standards and censorship requirements or that contain materials that can transmit to Beijing a record of everything that is written, stored, and shared online. Imagine further that authoritarian leaders, armed with class-leading technologies like artificial intelligence, facial recognition, and quantum computing, turn that awesome computing power against people and their data. Imagine finally how autocrats might be able to coerce citizens by leveraging this power.

A real-life example is before us today. Witness the treatment of the million men, women, and children in Xinjiang that Chinese officials identified and targeted with the help of facial recognition technology and data-scraping tools. Innocent people have been rounded up into concentration camps for “reeducation” in Communist Party dogma. That is Beijing’s policy toward its own citizens. How much restraint would China show toward those it deems “outsiders”?

We offer this narrative to explain why the subject of this report is so important. Competition with China need not lead to warfare or even to a policy of containment like the framework that characterized the U.S.–Soviet relationship during the Cold War. Nevertheless, it is a competition, and the side that innovates more effectively over time is likely to win. The result will determine whether nations relate to each other freely, equally, and peacefully, with a recognition of the human rights of their citizens, or if they devolve into a system that legitimizes authoritarianism and rewards power and coercion.
The United States is experiencing a technological tsunami. Major technological innovations are combining to disrupt the future of the global economy, warfare, and competition by means short of war. Many of these innovations and the technologies that support them will have direct political, military, and economic impacts on the United States and other free and open societies. And these innovations are dual-use technologies being developed in the commercial sector rather than the traditional defense industrial base. In addition, important innovation is occurring outside of the United States, and even domestic innovation often occurs with foreign investment and supply chains or is subject to foreign influence.

As a result, these technologies are largely accessible to nation-state competitors as well as non-state actors. It is vital for the U.S. government to leverage and protect those technologies. We must also understand and hedge against the extent to which they cannot be protected.

It is also vital that the United States maintain or where necessary regain its advantage across these technologies. Doing so will require common purpose and coordinated effort among a large group of stakeholders, from the traditional defense and national security community to private-sector companies and academia—what the National Security and National Defense Strategies referred to as the National Security Innovation Base (NSIB).¹

**NSIB Definition**

The NSIB comprises the ecosystem of capital, research, knowledge, capabilities, policies, incentives, and people that turns ideas into innovations and transforms discoveries into useful technology and products to protect our national security.

The NSIB includes a diverse set of segments, including national security agencies and organizations, the National Laboratories, Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs) and University-Affiliated Research Centers (UARCs), the higher academy, traditional defense “primes,” the commercial sector, venture capital, and the innovative systems of American allies and partners.

These segments are often cooperative, but they are loosely federated and largely uncoordinated by the government.

America’s ability to prevail in a long-term strategic competition with China depends on a strong and growing NSIB. That in turn depends on more effectively aligning government policy and resources and public–private partnerships to strengthen U.S. national security and its strategic position with respect to China.

The U.S. NSIB has formidable strengths.

- Most segments of the NSIB are world leaders in their respective domains.
- The U.S. economy remains the wealthiest and most dynamic in the world.
- There is strong bipartisan support for national efforts to outpace China, enhancing the likelihood of government prioritization of the problem.
- The private sector is often effective at achieving breakthrough technologies. The free flow of capital and talent has historically made the United States the premier place to launch new companies.
- Moreover, there is precedent for successful cooperation among various segments of the NSIB ecosystem. The space program continues to be a prominent example.
However, the NSIB also has considerable weaknesses.

- The federal government has yet to prioritize effectively the most important efforts or to align political capital and resources against those priorities.
- While the traditional prime contractors are experts in applying innovation to defense systems, they are not necessarily the best agents of innovation themselves.
- The private sector is not yet collectively conscious of the importance and nature of the U.S.–China competition.
- There is insufficient coordination among NSIB segments toward common goals.
- Private-sector research and development (R&D), while substantial in absolute terms, is heavily weighted to development and commercialization and is an inadequate replacement for basic and applied research historically funded by the U.S. government.
- The private sector is competing and often losing against the resources of the Chinese state.
- NSIB security and counterintelligence efforts remain inadequate.
- NSIB stakeholders must work through regulations and processes that prioritize goals other than speed and innovation.
- The NSIB human capital base is aging and struggling to recruit technical talent in key areas.

Measuring and Assessing the Competition

Without question, China is the chief pacing technological competitor to the United States. It explicitly seeks to supplant the United States as the world’s top innovation power. Toward this end, China has embarked on an aggressive plan of military–civil fusion focused on critical and emerging technologies. This plan has the potential to disrupt global stability and ultimately undermine the security and prosperity of the United States and its allies.

China’s military–civil fusion concept draws from the U.S. model of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and federally funded laboratories but represents an attempt to leverage all aspects of the civilian economy on behalf of national defense.² It is characterized by comprehensive government direction, support, and funding for “national champion” companies and mandated coordination among the academic, private sector, and military spheres. This military–civil fusion concept appears especially well-suited to exploit the dual-use technologies central to the 21st-century military–technical competition.³ Thus, the U.S. NSIB must compete against a Chinese innovation base that uses top-down, long-term planning to exploit innovation wherever it might occur—be it in the business, academic, or government sectors.

Under its authoritarian leaders, the Chinese innovation system leverages forced tech transfer, industrial espionage, and outright theft to access foreign breakthrough technologies and strengthen its own innovation base. China can therefore focus on innovating incrementally and commercializing quickly.⁴ Additionally, China’s exploitation and theft of U.S. intellectual property (IP) continue to rob the United States of substantial economic value and technological leadership in numerous fields. The United States is losing between $400 billion to $600 billion per year in IP theft as a matter of provable losses—and that figure does not account for second-order losses, such as jobs and infrastructure⁵ Chinese theft has robbed certain companies of game-changing innovations, taking them out of the marketplace or destroying them entirely, with Chinese companies adopting and selling those innovations.⁶

China uses American patents without paying licensing fees and exploits outdated U.S. patent laws to appropriate and scale American innovations before they are even subject to review by our own government. Further, China is leveraging its growing trade power and attractive consumer market...
China aims to leapfrog the United States by adopting new, transitional technologies, in some cases produced cheaply and at scale, while the United States remains attached to legacy systems that will be of value in the near future but will not be sufficient to support U.S. strategy in the medium- or long-term. China seeks to equal or surpass the United States in strategic, frontier technology—such as AI, 5G, biotech, advanced autonomous systems, and quantum computing—while neutralizing the U.S. capabilities that pose the greatest threat to its regional supremacy. China has recognized that global adoption of rules and standards often dictates the pace of innovation, so it strives to establish its technology beyond its borders. This raises issues with Chinese control of that technology and threatens U.S. leadership in R&D investment and innovation.

American universities are key links in developing new technologies, and China deliberately targets them by exploiting the vulnerabilities inherent in the open educational and research environment. Beijing has a focused and resourced effort to do so through a sustained strategy of technology transfer at universities. This campaign includes both Chinese nationals (witting and coerced) and non-Chinese nationals. The USG, academia, and industry must work closely together to increase transparency and accountability for defense and dual-use research at universities and understand Chinese government efforts to benefit from it.

For all its strengths, the Chinese system of innovation also has its own key weaknesses. China is beginning its drive for military–civil fusion from a position of disadvantage compared with the United States, with potential seams between its industry, academia, and the defense establishment. In the past, China’s state-owned enterprises were almost entirely responsible for military research and procurement. Now the regime is trying to incorporate other sectors of the economy with little past experience in defense pursuits. China faces other challenges across several areas of technology—including semiconductor manufacturing, AI, and 5G—due to lack of human capital, supply-chain threats, and the difficulties in operationalizing its concept of military–civil fusion.

In addition, notwithstanding certain pockets of success with innovations such as facial recognition technology, China has not yet demonstrated the ability to innovate organically from inception to implementation as comprehensively or consistently as the United States. However, the United States can ill afford to assume this will always be the case.

Ultimately, the Chinese system may have the seeds for its own downfall: corruption remains a major problem; the private sector is becoming increasingly politicized; and the culture of state-owned enterprises, which dominate its defense sector, is vastly different from the culture of its more entrepreneurial companies.

The U.S. NSIB retains fundamental advantages if U.S. policymakers, industry leaders, investors, and technologists can better harness and exploit them.

The U.S. NSIB retains fundamental advantages if U.S. policymakers, industry leaders, investors, and technologists can better harness and exploit them. While it will be important to better protect the NSIB from Chinese theft and exploitation, a defensive posture alone will not be sufficient to prevail in the contest for innovation. The United States must adopt policies that better coordinate the various elements of the NSIB ecosystem, encourage rapid development and adoption of the most important technologies, and ensure that national security technology is developed even where it does not have a profitable commercial application. All of this must be done without inhibiting the freedom and dynamism that are the greatest strengths of the U.S. NSIB.
Despite the weaknesses in China's innovation system, the USG should assume China's determined military–civil fusion efforts will pay substantial dividends over time. Whether or not these dividends will allow the Chinese to pass the United States as the world's technological leader will depend less on Chinese actions and more on those of the United States.

The United States needs a strategy that goes beyond simply protecting its NSIB. It must also seek opportunities and build upon strengths in order to maintain a competitive advantage in innovation, development, and application. This strategy must have several lines of effort in order to cover the full scope of the NSIB. It must protect intellectual property, joint ventures, capital migration, including venture capital and private equity investment, investments in human capital, and university R&D programs.

There are four major challenges:

I. The NSIB needs to be directed, coordinated, and incentivized to win the contest for innovation.

II. The United States government has yet to fully embrace and exploit innovation in the private sector and academia.

III. The country as a whole, and the government in particular, lacks a comprehensive talent management strategy to win the technological “war for talent.”

IV. The United States needs to improve its collaboration with allies and partners in order to strengthen its NSIB and the innovation capacity of those nations.

A strategy to achieve a long-lasting competitive advantage in technology and innovation must address each of these problems.

I. Directing, Coordinating, and Incentivizing the NSIB

The technologies central to the 21st-century national security landscape are changing the future of competition and conflict. These technologies include advanced computing, quantum technology, artificial intelligence (AI), autonomous capabilities, cyber, advanced wireless communications (5G and beyond), hypersonic weapons, and microelectronics, among others. In this dynamic technological environment, to achieve competitive advantage, the United States must strive to be a “first mover” whenever possible and a “fast second mover” if surprised by an opportunistic competitor. The United States must also try to protect crucial technologies by fostering their development in the United States or allied nations and providing safeguards to ensure they are secure and reliable. Given the nature of this open competition, however, the United States must also hedge against those technologies that cannot be fully protected. We should, in essence, build higher fences around fewer things.
Findings:

1. The U.S. government lacks a formal structure that provides for more information sharing and collaboration among the disparate segments of the NSIB. This is the least developed and perhaps the most critical function the government can carry out.

2. The federal share of total R&D—at its lowest in over 60 years in 2018—has decreased, giving way to commercially driven R&D. This trend has created both positive and negative consequences for the NSIB. On one hand, this shift has increased the total level of R&D funding in the U.S. marketplace. On the other hand, motivated by short-term performance and commercial relevance, U.S. companies have moved away from the basic research often necessary to drive generational technological advances and instead focused on shorter-term strategies tied to quarterly earnings.

One manifestation of this trend is that today’s biggest American technology companies focus more on optimizing their current products and services rather than investing in follow-on basic research—the kind that earned American companies Nobel Prizes in the past.

3. Universities are a critical node of the NSIB. Their research in sensitive areas, including government-supported work on sensitive technologies, is vulnerable to foreign spying and IP theft. At the same time, the openness and attractiveness of American universities help promote scientific innovation and expand the American knowledge base.

USG outreach to academia should be coordinated across all agencies supporting the NSIB. It should include better communication of both the threats and the opportunities for those working within the NSIB. The partnership needs to be integrated between law enforcement, counterintelligence, government labs, and policy officials.

4. USG engagement with companies and universities has helped raise awareness of the challenge but faces limitations in information-sharing and messaging.

   • Inconsistencies across USG agencies with regard to declassifying information about Chinese activity hamper the ability to bring charges against intellectual property thieves and decrease the effectiveness of warnings about the scale and effectiveness of China’s efforts.

   • Even when information is declassified, the government lacks the tools and resources to disseminate the information effectively.
**Recommendations:**

1. Congress should authorize an interagency coordination body—the “National Security Innovation Committee”—that is responsible for enabling, developing, guiding, and safeguarding the NSIB. This entity would consolidate and elevate the existing agency lines of authority rather than create a new layer of bureaucracy. Its work should be strategic and not reactive.

   - The committee’s goals would be to foster innovation in the United States or among our close allies, protect cutting-edge innovation from theft and exploitation by our strategic competitors, and establish safeguards to ensure national security applications are secure and reliable.

   - The committee would aim to facilitate common purpose and coordinated effort among the federated NSIB ecosystem, from the traditional defense and national security community to private-sector innovation centers and academia. This effort should aim to focus the NSIB ecosystem on the innovations most important to the national competition, but not in a way that dampens its greatest strength—dynamism—or introduces bureaucratic obstacles, which are the enemy of innovation.

   - The committee would clarify what the U.S. government expects of the NSIB, as the private sector elements of the ecosystem often struggle to identify sustainable technological investments in potentially vulnerable funding streams over time.

   - The committee would formally designate the critical areas in national technological competition and maintain an understanding of the dual-use technologies being developed in the NSIB.

   - Once identified, these technologies must be prioritized with long-term budgeting commitments. As such, the committee should be responsible for coordinating and submitting a unified budget analysis to Congress each year to evaluate all of the activities across the USG related to the NSIB. This analysis will bring clarity to the scope and breadth of investments in NSIB priorities and help policymakers rationalize and prioritize strategic investments.

   - The committee would have the responsibility to manage information sharing across the government and the authority to task relevant government agencies with developing and executing policies relevant to the NSIB.

   - The committee would provide a pathway for the private sector to provide input on its work.

   - Congress would include an annual reporting requirement from the committee, assessing the state of the U.S. NSIB and the government’s efforts to protect it.

   - The committee should be chaired by the DOD and include representatives from other government agencies with equities related to national security innovation. Members should include the Departments of Commerce, State, and Treasury along with White House stakeholders such as the National Security Council, the Office of Science and Technology Policy, the Office of American Innovation, as well as other agencies as Congress deems appropriate. Representatives from the various agencies should be designated by the secretaries or agency heads but not below the under-secretary level.

2. The USG should expand funding for R&D and proposals for non-DOD arms of the government—e.g., the Departments of Homeland Security, Energy, and Commerce—to ensure a strong U.S.-owned and U.S.-based manufacturing center in key sectors, such as semiconductors.

   Congress should authorize a new competitive grant program to fund basic research in areas important to 21st-century competition, such as AI, autonomy, quantum technology, or advanced computing. The grant program should be administered in coordination with the DOD to fill gaps in DOD funding.
3. While not sufficient to prevail in this competition, protecting American technology and intellectual property is a critical part of the U.S. approach. Efforts to secure the supply chain, such as the recent Executive Order securing the information and telecommunications supply chain, and rules establishing cyber protection standards will be an important part of arresting Chinese IP theft and countering one of their greatest strengths. Necessary, but not sufficient, steps include the following:

- The U.S. government should establish, maintain, and publicly release a list of academic institutions and other organizations that have a history of improper technology transfer, IP theft, or cyber espionage, or that operate under the direction of the PLA or Chinese intelligence services. The government should ban individuals who are either members of the PLA or affiliated with one or more of the organizations on this list from obtaining an F visa or J visa to the United States.

- The State Department should strengthen Security Advisory Opinions (SAOs) for visas where there is potential for the illegal transfer of sensitive or dual-use technology. These SAOs, commonly known as Visas Mantis, should include a presumption of denial for visa applicants flagged by the State Department as potentially problematic.

  The State Department should inform companies in critical technology areas when they are recruiting or hiring individuals whose visa applications are flagged as such.

- The USG needs new tools to combat economic and industrial espionage. One such tool could be a new interagency committee and process to allow victims of IP theft to confidentially report and provide evidence to federal agencies to consider adverse action against foreign individuals and entities the government determines have unlawfully acquired IP from a U.S. person.

4. The USG and universities should work together to protect the integrity of sensitive research projects—especially those funded by the DOD, the intelligence agencies, and the Department of Energy—including sharing best practices, bolstering university security protocols, and improving compliance. Cooperation and communication between the intelligence community, law enforcement, and universities on these issues also needs to be improved. This should include nonclassified projects that have security implications.

- The DOD and the Intelligence Community fund unclassified but sensitive research projects at U.S. universities; however, they do not have good visibility on foreign participation in those projects. The USG should increase the required transparency of participants of this research, maintain a database of sensitive research projects, and develop a better understanding of foreign efforts to penetrate federally funded research projects.

- Universities should strongly consider policies that limit and ultimately reject funding from companies, such as Huawei and ZTE, that are closely linked to adversarial governments seeking to gain access to sensitive research.

- Technology produced by companies banned from the Federal Entities List should not generally be used in university research, especially research funded by the federal government.

5. The USG should pursue research partnerships with universities, similar to the existing programs with Purdue, MIT, and Georgia Tech, as a way to consolidate talent. By ensuring collaboration throughout the innovation process, sponsoring agencies can ensure efficient allocation of resources by preventing repetitive research while maximizing academic expertise. As part of these partnerships, the USG must clearly communicate the risk of espionage to universities.

6. Major defense industry associations should create new mechanisms to engage technology companies that fall outside traditional defense industry but are critical to the NSIB in their membership structure
During the Cold War, the U.S. government often spearheaded innovation in advanced technology—technology that, at least initially, lacked commercial application. That paradigm has reversed. Now, the private sector generates much of the innovation in sectors critical to the NSIB, especially given the dual-use applications of many commercial technologies. As the U.S. innovation system evolved, a gulf opened between the USG and the technology industries working in areas critical to economic and national security. This divide is further exacerbated by cultural friction and the Pentagon’s idiosyncratic, bureaucratic barriers to entry. Despite some success, the government has largely failed to develop a coherent innovation strategy to not only leverage high-tech developments but also stimulate them.

II. Optimizing and Harnessing Private-Sector Innovation

Findings:

1. Washington has not yet fully adjusted to the new reality that national-security-relevant technologies are largely being driven by the commercial sector—not the USG, the DOD, or even the Aerospace and Defense (A&D) sector, as was true in the past.

2. There is cultural dissonance between the tech-innovation community and the DOD—but the divide is not as great as some believe, and it is reversible. Silicon Valley’s most persistent concerns about working with the DOD relate to transparency and business practices. Commercial companies want to know how the government intends to use their technologies. As for business practices, if there is a viable and predictable government market for the technology with a relevant timeline, and the DOD has responsive contracting processes, capital and innovation will flow.
3. Although the federal government has made strides in bridging divides between the hubs of American innovation and Washington, DC, it has not been able fully to adapt its practices to promote or harness private-sector innovation.

- Through programs such as the Defense Innovation Unit (DIU), the DOD has steered increased venture funding to dual-use companies. However, the DOD tends to focus on early-stage investment at the expense of mid- and late-stage investment that can enable start-ups to scale and become significant market players.

- Beyond initial strides in narrow circumstances, the government has not shown a willingness to provide major contracts to nontraditional players. DIU remains a small element of the ecosystem, and the DOD lacks experience in integrating commercial products into its programs of record. The coin of the realm for integrating dual-use companies into the DOD ecosystem is a large program of record.

- The DOD does not yet possess a sufficiently stable presence in Silicon Valley or approach to technology transition from strong venture and private capital-backed innovation ecosystems.

- The USG needs to better understand how commercial technology companies are funded and incentivized, then create a structure that will motivate them to innovate and adapt technology to national security needs. That will require the DOD and other agencies to adapt to a culture that is vastly different from the traditional prime defense contractors. The primes will continue to play an important role, but commercial technology companies will be essential—and they have vastly different expectations in terms of speed, return on investment, and markets.

4. Private-sector companies are eager for government assistance in securing the building blocks of innovation, such as ensuring access to an adequate semiconductor supply chain, as well as in identifying and combatting internal and external foreign espionage. However, they are often unwilling to accept the associated government oversight that the law and regulations impose on government contractors. They would likely be more willing if the law and regulations were more transparent and easier to understand and follow.

5. With the rest of the world now gaining access to critical technologies at the same time as the United States, a key factor in technological competition is the speed with which a country can integrate path-breaking technologies into its defense systems, as well as the creativity with which it applies those systems.

6. USG policies and investment priorities cannot rely on private-sector innovation to deliver basic and applied research and early-stage development projects. Commercial development of AI is the exception and not the rule. Military-relevant technologies will continue to require R&D funding to advance needs that commercial markets will not address.
7. The private sector's decision to fund large, long-horizon investments in R&D requires a strong intellectual property system—not just to protect IP but also to attract early-stage capital, ensure return on investment, and encourage follow-on innovation. A stronger patent system, along with the willingness to enforce licensing, will allow U.S. companies to continue to lead on innovation. That approach also plays to the competitive strengths of our system vis-à-vis China's. In recent years, efforts to weaken the U.S. patent system have diminished the ability of companies to gain and protect patents for their technologies, undercutting incentives for R&D investments and undermining innovation efforts.

8. Congress should adopt a more risk-tolerant mind-set regarding investments in national-security innovation. If political leaders want breakthrough innovation, they must show a willingness to accept failures. An NSIB that never fails is an NSIB that is not experimenting enough.

9. The congressional budget cycle is too long, and that can hamper development of critical technologies in a heated competition. New program starts are generally not allowed “out of budget cycle” to give Congress time to exercise its oversight responsibilities—but awaiting the completion of a full budget cycle might take 18 months or more, depending on when a new idea emerges.

10. Policymakers can encourage sought-after innovation by establishing clear criteria, signaling it to the commercial sector, and demonstrating the existence of a marketplace through adequate purchasing levels. Additionally, necessary trust must be built where promised procurements and timelines can withstand leadership and administration transitions.

Recommendations:

1. The DOD should implement a variety of reforms to the way it does business, with the goal of acculturating its technology acquisition to the more risk-positive nature of the NSIB and driving incentives for private-sector actors to participate more purposefully and robustly in the NSIB.

   • The DOD should make use of its alternative acquisition pathways to award contracts as part of programs of record to companies to ensure a sustainable funding profile. Although one-off R&D funding has a role to play in the innovation ecosystem, it alone will not adequately integrate new technologies into military platforms, nor will it give investors confidence that there is a real market to justify later-stage venture investment.

   • The DOD should measure progress in contracts awarded, total dollars awarded, and speed of procurement, focusing on writing fewer, larger checks both as a way to leverage key emerging technologies and as a signal to investors.

   • The DOD should overhaul software acquisitions to move away from requirements lists to iterative capabilities and maximize the use of commercial standards for interoperability.

   • The A&D sector should be incentivized to increase its investment in dual-use companies. Unlike other large industries, the A&D sector has traditionally not been a leader in corporate venture investing. A&D companies can benefit from placing “bets” on innovative start-ups, deliver much-needed capital during later-stage venture rounds, and help companies overcome the USG barriers to entry—but they need to be encouraged by the government to do so. The DOD should open up fast-track and other preferred acquisition programs to A&D companies with strong venture programs.

   • Dual-use start-up and venture capital sectors should be more open to investment from “strategics.” Waiting for the DOD to place big bets on new entrants should not be the only path toward integrating start-ups.
• Programs such as DIU, Defense Digital Service (DDS), and Hacking for Defense (H4D) should serve as models for ways to remove obstacles to collaboration between the USG and business and academic components of the NSIB.

2. Congress should redefine a “new start,” with innovation in mind to “fast track” exciting new technological opportunities within the congressional budget cycle. The authorizing committees should make a special effort to identify projects that must start on an expedited basis and flag the appropriations committees about the importance of permitting such programs out of cycle.

3. DIU rotations in innovation centers should be longer, allowing DOD representatives in Silicon Valley and other technology innovation hubs more time to establish the relationships and social networks that are necessary for long-term success. The DIU should also continue to hire from those ecosystems with rapid hiring authorities.

4. Congress should provide sustained, predictable, increased funding for the DIU, including fully funding its National Security Innovation Capital fund.

5. The USG should reverse recent efforts to diminish the strength of the U.S. intellectual property system, providing companies with clear pathways to obtain patents and offering the predictability, certainty, and enforceability necessary to inventive endeavors.

Changes in federal law could also better enable the private sector to recoup financial losses resulting from IP theft. Congress should consider amending the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act to include a long-arm statute establishing U.S. jurisdiction over Chinese firms operating in the United States.

6. Congress should establish a more generous R&D tax credit, increasing the “Alternative Simplified Credit” above the current 14 percent, to incentivize investment in the crucial, early-stage basic and applied research likely to drive innovations key to the NSIB.

The current U.S. R&D tax credit is much more limited than those of U.S. competitors and ranks only 25th among the 35 member-states of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

7. The USG must ensure that companies under the direction of the Chinese Communist Party do not obtain a near-monopoly on 5G wireless technology. Congress should codify the Executive Order on domestic telecommunication supply chain security and consider enshrining Huawei’s position on the Commerce Department’s entity list. Ensuring American technological leadership should be the guidepost of any actions in this regard. The administration should, therefore, clarify that interaction with listed entities in international standard-setting bodies is permissible.

Winning the race for 5G means doing more than playing defense. The United States must help support non-Huawei 5G bids abroad in concert with like-minded allies. One option could be a 5G Development Fund that would extend lines of credit, similar to the BUILD Act, to strategic partners seeking to develop 5G wireless networks. The United States does not have to block Huawei everywhere abroad, but it must ensure there is a large-enough market for non-Huawei equipment to keep Western-aligned competitors in business.
Two Success Stories: DDS and H4D

The Task Force was particularly impressed with two programs working to harness tech innovation—and innovators—to solve problems: the Defense Digital Service and Hacking for Defense. The former approaches the problem from the inside out; the latter from the outside in. Both programs are shaking up the DOD enterprise by:

• Reinterpreting and reimagining mission challenges in useful ways;
• Bringing the best civilian tech talent to bear on behalf of national security;
• Breaking down cultural barriers, pulling the tech and defense worlds together, and creating a recruitment pool of tech talent for the future;
• Leveraging the knowledge of private tech leaders to seek out the best problem solvers for particular challenges;
• Introducing the DOD to other parts of the NSIB ecosystem (e.g., the academy, tech entrepreneurs);
• Acclimating our warfighters to thinking from a tech point of view about solving problems; and
• Blazing the trail in navigating existing DOD processes to bring new innovation and energy to the department.

While scaling such programs will prove difficult, it is important to acknowledge the successes of programs already tackling the problems we want the NSIB to solve. Programs like these, which operate at the grassroots level, are the best way to coordinate the NSIB ecosystem without straitjacketing its independence and dynamism.
As much as emerging technologies will define future conflict, the war for talent will likely play the central role in the outcome of long-term technological competition. The NSIB struggles to attract, recruit, and retain a workforce willing and able to tackle tough challenges and find innovative solutions. Universities are confronting a dearth in American talent generation and retention, and much of that shortfall is filled with foreign students, a large share of them from China.

The ability of American universities to attract foreign students and scholars has many benefits, including spurring innovation, but the United States must do more to develop and retain the human capital it produces. Currently, the majority of foreign students who obtain masters and doctorate degrees from U.S. universities return home instead of entering the U.S. workforce. Private-sector companies working with the USG face a lack of workforce talent eligible for government clearances to work on national security projects. The government, meanwhile, struggles to attract and retain computer engineering and software talent, as well as to develop such talent internally. The effect is a brain drain that is working against our national interest—the opposite of the one we benefited from in the 20th century.

III. Winning the War for Talent

Findings:

1. Unlike its reaction after the “Sputnik moment,” the USG now seems content to let market forces determine the pull for national technical talent. These forces are unlikely to be sufficient in the face of a Chinese national plan to grow the talent pool necessary for a concerted technological competition.

2. Universities are struggling to build and maintain the talent pipeline critical to sustaining the NSIB. Universities rely on foreign students, a large fraction of which are Chinese, to field graduate-level engineering programs. Some 80 percent of graduate students in technical fields like engineering and computer science are foreign nationals.¹⁴
This talent gap is partially due to the fact that private-sector companies attract American students graduating from bachelor’s programs with lucrative salaries and immediate offers of employment following graduation, causing them to forgo graduate degrees.

3. There is a huge diversity gap in STEM—and, even more significantly, among patent holders. This is also an opportunity to focus on leveraging presently untapped talent into technical fields for advanced degrees and R&D.

4. U.S. immigration policies further impede the war for talent, often requiring foreign students graduating with high-demand technical degrees to return to their home countries rather than providing pathways for them to stay and contribute to the U.S. NSIB.

5. Chinese students, in particular, are pursuing technical degrees in far greater numbers than American students, both at home and abroad—and most of those who earn degrees abroad are returning to China afterward for employment.¹⁵

6. Although some national-security-related research and development does require doctoral-level education, much does not. Targeted investments and incentives that are aligned with desired educational end-states can all contribute to improvements in the NSIB workforce.

7. Initiatives such as the Defense Digital Service succeed by providing flexible pathways for government service doing meaningful work, and they offer an opportunity for augmenting the government NSIB workforce.

8. The DOD does not sufficiently value the potential contributions of software engineers, with few, if any, software engineers having authority to act and maneuver on critical issues within the department. Outside of DDS, there are limited opportunities for software engineers to perform meaningful work. They are often relegated to Cyber Command, where they cannot develop software and often face long wait times for security clearances.

---

**Figure 4**
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Source: National Foundation for American Policy
Recommendations:

1. Congress should authorize the creation of a new national civilian “STEM Corps” modeled after the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps and the National Guard. Students would be selected through a competitive process to receive full tuition to attend public universities and study specified disciplines related to national security technology. In return for accepting the scholarship, graduates would commit to spending several years serving in either the “active” or “reserve” STEM Corps, working within a component of the NSIB ecosystem.

   The “active” component of the STEM Corps would include graduates working full-time in designated government and DOD billets. The “reserve” component would work two days each month and 14 days each summer with government agencies or DOD offices. The reserves would provide flexible, short-term pathways of service for those working in the private sector.

2. Congress should create a “National Security Innovation Base Visa” that would encourage appropriately vetted, highly skilled workers to come to the United States or foreign national students graduating with relevant degrees to stay in the United States. This approach would incentivize them to contribute their education and talents to the long-term benefit of the NSIB.

   The NSIB Visa should target relevant fields, such as AI, automation, cybersecurity, and various dual-use technologies. It could be used to draw global talent to work across the sectors of the NSIB ecosystem—from private companies and university faculties to the Departments of Defense and Energy—with appropriate but expedited vetting of applicants pursuant to the level of clearance needed for particular positions.

3. Congress and the Executive Branch should pursue incentives for introducing computer literacy and coding training at early stages of education. Congress should increase financial incentives for industry to champion early STEM education programs.

   Military bases should increase community outreach programs to students in cybersecurity, computer science, and STEM to encourage participation in internship opportunities with the services, exposing talented students to the mission of the DOD. Currently, outreach programs at bases vary, and additional outreach would be mutually beneficial for the military and students.

4. In addition to expanding programs such as DDS and the DOD public-private talent exchange program, which promote relatively brief rotations in and out of government, the USG and the private sector should create longer-term, flexible-pathway programs allowing participants to move between public service and the private sector. Over time, rotating people through meaningful assignments will create the kind of personal relationships and cultural awareness that draws the whole ecosystem together without the kind of top-down coercion that inhibits creativity.

   The DDS should provide an annual briefing to Congress to provide recommendations for navigating the system of hiring computer scientists, as well as mitigating educational and structural IT challenges within the DOD.

5. The USG should maintain security clearances for cleared individuals transitioning from government to the innovation sector to help ease their return to government service, either full-time or part-time, later in their careers.

6. The USG should evaluate whether security clearance holders should, upon leaving government service, be able to work at companies like Huawei or Kaspersky, which are financially backed by adversarial governments.
The Cost of Compliance

The Task Force learned that businesses in the United Kingdom—one of our closest allies—spend more than $500 million each year just to navigate the compliance obligations of doing business with the United States, particularly with trade controls. That equates to roughly 1 percent of the UK’s annual defense budget.

Although we recognize the importance of responsible acquisition and trade policy, this imbalance can harm U.S. and allied readiness. Our allies’ spending on compliance should shift to spending on capacity and capability.

Findings:

1. Shifting from a mind-set of U.S. technological dominance—in which America generates breakthrough innovation and parcels it out carefully as needed—to a mind-set of U.S.-led cooperation with its allies...
on leveraging commercial innovation will require a cultural shift. That shift will depend on recognizing the nature of the competition. It will also depend on viewing technology and capability transfers not just as security risks but also as potential assets.

2. As China continues to grow and implement its fusion strategy, the United States will need to leverage alliances and partnerships to compete over the long term. Allied contributions have been brought to bear in the military arena (e.g., through NATO and Major Non-NATO Allies), and policymakers must determine how to utilize it in the broader NSIB context, as well.

Washington and its close allies and partners collectively boast one of the strongest and most innovative markets in the world. Greater integration will expand access to friendly nations’ contributions, and thereby empower the NSIB.

3. Any reform initiatives, whether in the United States or abroad, will face significant bureaucratic challenges. Countries have strong reasons to support their domestic industries and to protect their sensitive innovations.

4. The USG has also rightly raised concerns about sources of trusted foreign capital and controlling investments in critical technologies. The USG recently enacted the Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act (FIRRMA), which transformed the jurisdiction, authority, and operation of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) to address these and related concerns.

5. The NTIB model has inherent potential strengths, and an expanded NTIB can strengthen the U.S. innovation base.

   • According to a recent analysis, the NTIB “offers the opportunity to immediately add 40 percent in capacity to the U.S. industrial base” by providing “additional scale and [filling] some of the manufacturing holes that currently exist.”¹⁷

   • The countries within the NTIB are close allies. All are part of the Five Eyes intelligence-sharing alliance, and all but Australia are members of NATO. They boast dynamic economies and robust commercial innovation bases. Existing efforts to integrate their innovation bases, such as NTIB and the International Traffic in Arms (ITAR) exemptions granted to Canada, have streamlined some areas of cooperation and technology sharing. NTIB countries are pursuing further means of collaboration. Further exemptions beyond the current limited Canadian exemption would allow for collaboration without the fear that ITAR will be attached to each instance of U.S. participation.

6. Much of the technological development critical to the NSIB is occurring within but also beyond NTIB nations. U.S. allies are pursuing significant R&D in specialized areas, from AI and cyber to space and anti-access area denial. The principle of comparative advantage offers a road map to thoughtful and effective collaboration.

   • NATO remains a foundational military alliance and represents an important forum for NSIB cooperation as well.

   • Key partners both inside and outside NATO, including Norway, Israel, Sweden, South Korea, and Japan, have all made substantial gains in specialized technologies. However, in some cases, they hesitate or struggle to cooperate with the United States due to its onerous regulatory and licensing system that leaves them feeling unwelcome as partners in our defense ecosystem.

7. The U.S. export-control system, a legacy of the Cold War, limits the industrial and commercial base available to the USG, discourages allied governments and commercial entities from accessing the American marketplace, and hinders cross-border collaboration among scientists and engineers. In effect, U.S. export controls impose burdensome restrictions on technologies widely available to American adversaries while dis-incentivizing R&D and commercial-market cooperation with allies.
Recommendations:

1. Congress should authorize a new international framework—the “Partnership for a Strong Innovation Base”—to allow the NSIB to capitalize on the capabilities of the United States’ most trusted allies. The framework should be designed to give the United States access to cutting-edge technology from close allies and to encourage those countries to make robust investments in military capabilities to enhance the common defense.
   - The partnership should allow trusted allies and partners to benefit from a regulatory fast track for their key investments. The regulatory approach for these investments and partners should be one of presumptive openness. Burdensome acquisition rules and trade controls should apply only when specifically required.
   - Congress should shape priorities for areas of cooperation based on the needs of U.S. national security, where international cooperation has some precedent and offers key advantages.
   - Eligibility for accession to the partnership should be based on key criteria, including
     - the record of commitment to investment in national defense as defined by the level of spending on national defense and defense-related infrastructure;
     - the level of investment and cooperation with the United States, particularly within the U.S. defense industrial base;
     - the value to military interoperability;
     - the country’s degree of defense and security cooperation with the United States; and
     - the existence and extent of existing security agreements and reciprocal defense agreements.
   - Consistent with the need to safeguard U.S. national security, certain laws—including foreign investment and industrial security—could be applied in a more discerning way, rather than being waived altogether. For example, partnership benefits could include favorable presumptions or prioritized reviews, building on provisions of law that grant favorable treatment to NTIB members.

2. The United States should sharpen and focus existing authorities to enable U.S. companies and the USG to leverage opportunities generated by companies in allied nations.
   - As an initial matter, Congress should consider applying the Canadian ITAR exemption to Australia and the United Kingdom as part of the NTIB integration process.
   - It should also broaden that exemption to apply to a greater range of technologies, since the current exemption excludes certain critical technologies, such as cybersecurity. Such measures would allow innovative technologies and defense materials to move across NTIB borders without licenses, creating a zone of enhanced collaboration for key technologies.

3. Congress should streamline technological exchange by making program-wide licenses available, such that companies and governments need not seek individual licenses for each component part of a particular technology or at each stage of project development. A coordinated, strategic framework for R&D cooperation would allow U.S. allies to drive innovation toward common goals.

4. As it considers how to strengthen the NTIB and expand partnerships with other nations, the USG must also consider the kinds of technologies to prioritize, and with whom.
Conclusion

An ascendant, technologically advanced China poses a threat not just to U.S. security but also to the values of freedom and democracy that have shaped the world for more than a half century.

The contest for innovation between the United States and China will turn largely on which system innovates more effectively over time. If it is the Chinese system, then China may unseat America as the primary global power, supplant the technological dominance of the United States and its allies, and reshape the world in its authoritarian image. That need not and should not be the result—but preventing it will require swift and decisive action to strengthen the National Security Innovation Base.

Rolling back Chinese high-tech authoritarian ambitions will require a strong, dynamic, cohesive, and secure NSIB. Though the American private sector has delivered transformational technologies in the past, today’s NSIB will be incapable, in its current state, of producing the national security innovations needed for the United States to outcompete China. To respond to China’s technological challenge, enhance the American way of life, and protect the national security, the NSIB ecosystem must produce cutting-edge technologies more often and more reliably than China’s centralized, government-led innovation system.

Our strategy should be confident, opportunistic, and entrepreneurial—but also clear-eyed and pragmatic. Closer collaboration and coordination among the groups that comprise the NSIB is vital, as is building the pipeline of talented minds dedicated to sharpening America’s innovative edge. Leaders must work to eliminate the cultural disconnect and distrust between the public and private sectors. The recommendations in this report provide a path to countering China and its existential threat to U.S. national interests, global stability, and our way of life.

The Task Force calls on all Americans and allies of freedom to take from this report a sense of urgency. The United States, and its partners around the world, have huge reservoirs of strength and invention that, taken together, are more than sufficient to decide the outcome—if the leaders of our innovation ecosystem will work together to harness the power of technology in the service of a free and peaceful world.
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